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Subject: Smuxi-server bugs

Description: I had found following bugs by Smuxi-server:



* no configuration file of Smuxi-server is available (or it's much hidden), so there is no possibility to configure 

the server

* after starting the server and opening the browser on the port given in console, there is opening a blank 

page

* there is no interface to manage the server (there should be an software interface in case if the web one 

won't work)

History

06/06/2010 05:39 PM - Mirco Bauer

- 1 set to invalid

The smuxi-server is controlled using parameters as explained in the "Server HowTo" from the website:



<pre>

smuxi-server --help

Usage: smuxi-server [options]



Options:

      --add-user             Add user to Server

      --modify-user          Modify existing user of Server

      --delete-user          Delete user from Server

      --username=VALUE       User to create, modify or delete

      --password=VALUE       Password of the user when creating or modifying a

                               user

  -d, --debug                Enable debug output

  -h, --help                 Show this help

</pre>

06/06/2010 05:39 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Status changed from New to Rejected

06/07/2010 02:15 PM - Michal Dziczkowski

With do whole respect, but with such poor configuration with the command line offer, you can't do proper server management. I had meant that there is 

no configuration file there.



Except of that, the second part of the report (the blank page problem) hasn't got answered.

06/07/2010 03:02 PM - Mirco Bauer

Michal Dziczkowski wrote:

> With do whole respect, but with such poor configuration with the command line offer, you can't do proper server management. I had meant that there 

is no configuration file there.



There are configuration files in ~/.config/smuxi, but they are not meant to be changed by hand because it's error prone.
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> 

> Except of that, the second part of the report (the blank page problem) hasn't got answered.



The server part has no GUI nor a web interface as it will usually run on a head-less server with no X installed... or do you mean in the case of 

windows?

06/07/2010 04:07 PM - Michal Dziczkowski

Mirco Bauer wrote:

> There are configuration files in ~/.config/smuxi, but they are not meant to be changed by hand because it's error prone.



The mentioned files configure in the most the client. The server should have a seperate config file for better management
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